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Mitchelville Historical Tour Project
• NEH & Epic Games Megagrant Funded
Project.
https://tophermaraffi.com/2020/06/08/mitchelville-ar-tour/

• Free augmented reality tour app for
mobile phones, and other virtual-mixed
reality headset experiences.
• Visualize Mitchelville scenes and related
narratives of emancipation and Civil
Rights in Beaufort County.
• Collaborate with Gullah community
leaders, artists, and experts to develop an
immersive experience that will be
accessible and sustainable.
3D Models by MFA students Ledis Molina & James Jean-Pierre, Spring 2020

XR Development for Content Accessibility

VR & 360 scene tests by MFA students Richie Christian & Ledis Molina, Spring 2020

Related Work: Prehistoric FL MFA Project for MODS
https://tophermaraffi.files.wordpress.com/2
020/06/prehistoricfl_mods_demo_2020.mp4

All designs by MFA student Richie Christian, 2020-2021

App-titude Summer School Model
• App-titude summer program at
Museum of Discovery & Science in
Fort Lauderdale (MODS)
• Projects to teach STEAM
(STEM+Art) to high school students
• STEM research posters with AR 3D
animation and documentary video
• Model for a similar program
proposed for Mitchelville, only for
history and heritage content
Design by MFA student Richie Christian, Spring 2020

Making the Impossible Possible
• The most impressive VR entertainment
experiences can transport you to
impossible worlds.
• The VOID VR theaters used
performative principles from stage
magic to create playful experiences.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xcHmS48nN48

• Room-scale VR games like Vader
Immortal create a balance of narrative,
competitive, and performative play.
• Can we apply a similar experiential
approach to edutainment projects that
take people on a virtual journey back in
time at a museum or historical site?

Flesh & Sand VR (2017)
“…it’s part theater, part documentary, and it’s partphysical installation, it’s a virtual installation — it’s
many different arts combined. For me that was
fascinating, and the decision to work with real
immigrants, to take from them their true experience
that they share.” - Alejandro Iñárritu,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zF-focK30WE

(Smith, 2019)

• Inarritu interviewed immigrant
refugees on their experiences,
and invited them to perform the
virtual characters in the VR
scenes.
• Room-scale VR experience that
was collaboration between
Inarritu, ILMxLab, and the
undocumented community.

I Am A Man VR (2018)
Narrative VR can “tap into the emotions” of the user and “tell a much
richer story” than an artifact behind glass in a museum, Ham explains.
Facts and photos come alive in VR with the help of music, lighting, and
other intricately planned details, creating an “intense” experience that
encourages empathy and connection.― Derek Ham (Klocke 2018)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FkXHPgQ0ftc

• Interactive 3D scenes of 1968 Memphis
sanitation labor strike with “I Am a
Man” march, TV news on Civil Rights
struggles of the time, and the Lorraine
Motel where Dr. King was assassinated.
• Avatar affords the role of a black
sanitation worker, and has agency to
explore and pick up some objects, but
you can’t join the marchers in the main
scene.

(Pitts 2008)

Time’s The March VR (2020)
“When you watch these stories, they’re more
powerful, because you’re actually experiencing
them instead of reading about them.”
― Alton Glass, Co-creator of Time’s The March VR Experience
https://time.com/5784009/martin-luther-king-jr-virtual-reality/

• Room-scale immersive VR installation
with a hyper-real Dr. King at the DC
Civil Rights march that culminated in
his “I have a Dream” speech.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L5VHE0hGV6Y

• Time magazine, Alton Glass, and Viola
Davis collaborated with film visual
effects company Digital Domain
(Titanic, Avatar, etc) to simulate virtual
travel to a specific time and place in
Civil Rights history.

Developing Mitchelville Scenes with AI-3D-XR Pipeline
• Design and prototype three
initial scenes at locations
around the park: 1) 1863
Emancipation Day Celebration.
2) 1863 Combahee River Raids.
3) 1862 Robert Smalls Escape
from Charleston.
• AI driven design of 3D historical
figures like Tubman and
Frederick Douglass are created
from source photography, and
performance capture in a game
engine is used for virtual
production of the scene
content.
https://tophermaraffi.files.wordpress.com/2020/0
6/mitchelvilletourdesigndocfin_maraffi_2020.pdf

Harriet Tubman model by
Ledis Molina, Spring 2020
Frederick Douglass model by Andres Venton, Fall 2020

Mitchelville Preproduction Designs and 3D Prototypes (2019)

https://tophermaraffi.files.wordpress.com/2020/07/mitchelvilletour_designvideo_summer2020.mp4

VR scene and 3D models by MFA students Ledis Molina & James Jean-Pierre, Spring-Fall 2020

Designing Historical Figures using AI Tools (2020)
• Use GANbased AI tools
to create
realistic fullcolor designs
of historical
figures like
Harriet Tubman
and Frederick
Douglass to
utilize for
generating 3D
models and
texture maps.

AI Tools for Art Generation
• GANs used with neuroevolutionary breeding are
enabling artists to use AI to
generate creative imagery
• Artbreeder.com is a new online
tool that combines DeepMind’s
BigGAN and UCF’s Picbreeder
into an intuitive user friendly
interface for generating images
• BigGAN leverages ImageNet’s
large database, and allows artists
to easily merge visual features

Mitchelville Project: Harriet Tubman Designs

Mitchelville Project: Harriet Tubman Artbreeder Tree

Henry P. Moore Drayton Plantation Photography (1862)

https://www.loc.gov/photos/?fa=contributor:
moore,+henry+p.&q=Henry+P.+Moore+1862

3D Game Engine VR Simulation

Mitchelville Houses 1864

Combahee River Raids (Harper’s Weekly July 4th, 1863)

https://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/2014645368/

XR Scene Design for Combahee River Raid
• Tour Guide: Frederick Douglass as virtual tour guide. Harriet Tubman and first
SC Gullah regimen as Non-player characters (NPCs).
• Scene: VR test uses 360 imagery as background that looks like the Praise
House park location.
• Screenplay: Tubman leading first black Union troops to free enslaved up the
Combahee river, from her biography and accounts. Douglass initial dialogue
and narration adapted from Douglass’ letter to Tubman.
• Roleplay: Douglass addresses visitors as abolitionists from the North, there to
observe the Port Royal Experiment.
• Gameplay: Help Tubman emancipate enslaved Africans and bring them to
Mitchelville as Freedmen.

Douglass Script Adapted from Letter to Tubman in Bradford Bio (1869)

Frederick Douglass, 1863

Disney’s Hall of Presidents
https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/57821

3D Interactive Hologram

Future Work at NC State College of Design
• Collaboration with NC State faculty
Derek Ham and others on the
prototyping stage of the project.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bIHQmpllmjw

• Using photogrammetry and the new
Metahuman technology in Unreal
game engine to preserve and share
the stories of living Gullah Geechee
elders through an interactive 3D
hologram experience.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S3F1vZYpH8c

• Applying new spatial design
frameworks to developing XR
prototypes for Reconstruction-era
experiences throughout Mitchelville
Freedom Park.

Recent Papers
• Stage Magic as a Performative Design Principle for VR Storytelling (2021)
in Cinergie International Journal special issue on VR storytelling.
https://cinergie.unibo.it/article/view/12234/13014

• Multimodal Framework for Enhancing RPG Playfulness through Avatar
Acting Affordances (2022) in the proceedings of the Digital Games
Research Association Conference (DiGRA 2022).
https://tophermaraffi.files.wordpress.com/2022/05/maraffi_multimodalframework_extendedabstract_digra2022.pdf

• VR Storytelling for Social Justice and the Ethics of Playing Black Bodies
(fall 2022) book chapter in “The Changing Face of VR: Pushing the
boundaries of experience across multiple industries”, edited by Dr.
Michael Saker and Dr. Jordan Frith for Vernon Press (prepress PDF).
https://tophermaraffi.files.wordpress.com/2022/07/vrbook2022-prepress-author-proofs-chpt2-maraffi.pdf

